Holland International School in Singapore is looking for a

PE Relief teacher

Are you a Physical Education teacher? Stop! Don’t look any further, as we have a fantastic opportunity for you. Have you always wanted to work at an international school, do what you love most and have a flexible schedule? Then being a relief PE teacher at our school is the job you are looking for.

You ensure that effective Physical Education lesson plans are taught, appropriate to the age group. You will also implement the requirements of all relevant curricula and provide differentiated instruction for various learning and skill levels of our students to improve their abilities. We also offer activities for various levels of fitness.

What we ask is that you are proficient in English, have a relevant Bachelor degree in sports education/science with a teaching certificate and have minimum 3 years of relevant experience.

We are looking for somebody who:
> is a team player who is flexible, adaptable and takes initiative
> is able to follow curriculum documents and lesson plans
> respects and values social, cultural and religious backgrounds
> who models tolerance and encourages mutual respect
> encourages children to take pride in their achievements and in the achievements of their classmates.

We will offer you:
> a relief teacher contract from the date of employment with an initial end date of 31st July 2023 (potential for renewal)
> competitive salary will be offered
> monthly Transport allowance

Application process
Candidates who believe they meet the requirements may address their application to Rebecca de Groot via recruitment@hollandinternationalschool.sg.
The application must include:
> A cover letter
> Curriculum Vitae
> Details of two references

Shortlisted candidates will be invited for an interview with the management of the school. Successful candidates at the interview stage will then be asked to return a second time to join the class in order for us to observe how the candidate interacts with the students.
This is us
Holland International School (former Hollandse School Limited) is a school that provides excellent primary school education in the Dutch and English language. With attention to individual learning needs in a safe and tight-knit community, where your child will soon feel at home. With more than a century of educational experience in Singapore, Holland International School creates a rich learning environment where students are empowered to achieve their best.

At Holland International School we offer two learning streams with an international focus and based on one Dutch-rooted approach to education. Our International Stream will follow The National Curriculum in England for the strands of mathematics and Literacy within the framework of the International Primary Curriculum (IPC). The Dutch Stream offers a mirrored learning experience, with the Dutch National Curriculum and IPC delivered in Dutch. As part of the daily curriculum, children also have access to either Dutch or English language lessons.

Our school’s culture and approach to education is what distinguishes us from other International Schools in Singapore. Our students learn in an inquiry-based yet structured way. They are given ownership of their learning which allows them to set their own goals and pursue areas of personal interest. At the same time, they are encouraged to be social learners who are global-minded. Teachers tailor to the different learning needs and talents to empower each pupil to achieve their best.

Students at the Holland International School are not overloaded with homework, which allows them free time to enjoy social activities, sports or to simply relax! We believe this is an essential part of a happy childhood that sparks creativity and a love for learning. This is how we create a unique learning journey.

Our experienced team provides a thorough education, adapted to meet individual needs and will help your child to fulfill their potential.